Geoprobe® Soil Vapor Implants & PRT System

Soil Vapor Implants & Accessories:

**IMPLANT**
- (AT8612S) SOIL GAS IMPLANT 1/8 BARB 6 in.
- (AT8712S) SOIL GAS IMPLANT 1/8 BARB 21 in.
- (AT8617S) SOIL GAS IMPLANT 3/16 BARB 6 in.
- (AT8717S) SOIL GAS IMPLANT 3/16 BARB 21 in.
- (AT8625S) SOIL GAS IMPLANT 1/4 BARB 6 in.
- (AT8725S) SOIL GAS IMPLANT 1/4 BARB 21 in.
- (AT8630S) SOIL GAS IMPLANT 5/16 BARB 6 in.
- (AT8730S) SOIL GAS IMPLANT 5/16 BARB 21 in.
- (AT89) SCREEN EXTENSION
- (AT9637) SOIL GAS IMP TAPERED BARB 12 in.

**TUBING**
- (TB12T) TUBE TEFLOMN® 1/4 OD X 1/8 ID X 50 ft.
- (TB17L) 500 ft. POLY or (TB17T) 50 ft. TEFLOMN®
- (TB25L) TUBE PE 3/8 OD X 1/4 ID X 500 ft.
- (TB17T) TUBE TEFLOMN® 3/8 OD X 5/16 ID X 50 ft.
- (TB30T) TUBE TEFLOMN® 3/8 OD X 5/16 ID X 50 ft.
- (TB37L) TUBE PE 1/2 OD X 3/8 ID X 500 ft.

Installation Tooling & Accessories:

**POINT HOLDER**
- (AT1215) 1.25 in. EXP POINT HOLDER
- (21444) 1.5 in. Exp Point Holder
- (AT1213) 1.25 EXP PT HOLDER 1.25 EXP PT
- (AT14R) O-RING FOR PR14 EXP POINT (25)
- (AT84) GLASS BEADS 250 ML BAG
- (AT118) SILICONE TUBING ADAPTERS (10)
- (AT1000) PORTABLE VACUUM VOLUME SYSTEM

**EXPENDABLE POINT**
- (PR14) EXP PT SOIL GAS IMPLANT ANCHOR
- (AT1214) 1.25 EXP PT SOIL GAS IMPLANT ANCHOR
- (AT1214R) O-RING FOR PR1214 (25)
- (AT85) GLASS BEADS/BENTONITE MIX 250 ML BAG

Post Run Tubing Systems (PRT)

**TUBING ADAPTER**
- (PR125) PRT Adapter 1/8 in. ID
- (PR175) PRT Adapter 3/16 in. ID
- (PR225) PRT Adapter 1/4 in. ID
- (PR305) PRT Adapter 5/16 in. ID
- (PR25R) O-Ring FOR PRT ADAPTERS

**TUBING**
- (TB12T) TUBE TEFLOMN® 1/4 OD X 1/8 ID X 50 ft.
- (TB17L) TUBE PE 1/4 in. OD X 1/17 in. ID X 500 ft.
- (TB25L) TUBE PE 3/8 in. OD X 1/4 in. ID X 500 ft.
- (TB30T) TUBE TEFLOMN® 3/8 in. OD X 5/16 in. ID X 50 ft.

Installation Tooling & Accessories:

**POINT HOLDER**
- (PR1215) 1.25 in. EXP POINT HOLDER PRT
- (22805) 1.5 in. EXP POINT HOLDER PRT
- (AT1266) 1.25 GAS SAMPLING CAP
- (AT118) SILICONE ADAPTERS (10)
- (PR15K) POINT POPPER (use with Extension Rods)

EXPENDABLE POINTS
- (AT14) 1.0 in. Exp Point
- (AT1214) 1.25 EXP PT SOIL GAS IMPLANT ANCHOR
- (AT1214R) O-RING FOR PR1214 (25)
- (AT85) GLASS BEADS/BENTONITE MIX 250 ML BAG